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The Arsenal of Serving Others with Your Gifts: Use Them Well 
 

Icebreaker:  Share about a significant moment when someone has served you. Why was this 

particularly meaningful to you?  

Going Deeper: 
 

1) Take the time to read and re-read the words you see in 1Peter 4:7-11 (p.936, Life 
Transformation Bible). Reflect on these things and take a moment to write down all the 
things that stand out to you right now. What is God showing you about what He has done 
for you? How is He prompting you to respond by serving the people around you? 
 

True service comes from a relationship with the divine Other deep inside. We 
serve out of whispered promptings, divine urgings. Energy is expended but it is 

not the frantic energy of the flesh. –Richard Foster 
 

2) Revisit 1Peter 4:7. What are some ways that you can be more earnest and more disciplined 
in the ways that you are praying for other people right now? 

 

3) Reference 1Peter 4:8. What does it mean to show “deep love for each other” in the ways 
that God has gifted you to serve the people around you? 

 

Love cannot remain by itself—it has no meaning.  
Love has to be put into action and that action is service. –Mother Teresa 

 

4) Love manifests itself in a myriad of ways: Quality Time, Acts of Service, Physical Touch, 
Words of Encouragement, and Meaningful Gifts. How do those closest to you prefer to be 
loved based upon the five expressions of love that were just listed? 
 

5) How would you say you are doing at serving the people around you in God’s strength and 
energy as opposed to serving in your own strength and energy? What is the difference? 

 

Action: The Arsenal of Serving Others with Your Gifts. When we step out of our comfort zone, 

God meets us in those places and does the unimaginable! Where are you serving now? How is your 
service helping you to experience God in new ways? 
 

Prayer: God, help me to understand what it means to serve other people through your eyes. Help 

me to understand that while this is not about me, somehow you use my willingness to serve the 
people around me to bring me closer to you, Jesus. Thank you for your example of serving others, 
especially those people that I would prefer to avoid. Thank you that when you could have avoided 
me, you pursued me and sought for me to know you personally! I will choose to serve the people 
around me this week as you prompt me to do so, even when it feels uncomfortable.  
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